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Collet Knobs

Push-On Knobs

Slider Knobs

Push Buttons

Accessories
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Sifam Controls offers a wide variety of
collet knobs, push-on knobs, slider knobs,
pushbuttons and accessories.  Together
with our printing options and custom
moulding service, we can provide an
infinite number of permutations suitable
for almost any application.

Our control knobs are manufactured in a wide range of thermoplastic

materials and have function, style and handling as principal design

factors.  The quality ‘feel’ is unmistakable and so adds to the quality of

your product.  This catalogue shows in detail the standard range of types,

sizes and colours for our collet knobs, push-on knobs, slider knobs, push

buttons, associated caps and accessories.  All ordering codes and

dimensional information are included for fast and easy product selection.

If your product calls for a personal touch, we can cater for most control

knob requirements from design through to manufacture using the latest

technology, including 3D CAD and multi-shot moulding.  You are

guaranteed expert attention throughout the process.  Function and

styling criteria for all components can be customised.  Should your

product require a standard combination from the existing range or a

custom designed control knob, the item can also be printed to meet your

specific application.  The flexibility of the range and the varying levels of

customisation make Sifam Controls the number one manufacturer of

control knobs.

Through our continuous efforts for ever better products and service to

the customer, we have earned many quality endorsements.  Our Quality

Management System is assessed to BS EN ISO 9001:2008.

Now is a good time to turn to quality -
Sifam quality!

Add a touch
of class to
your product

Custom
design service
for specific
requirements

Quality
Assured
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Timeless ‘Classics’
Function, styling, handling and simplicity of use are the
hallmarks of these quality control knobs.

Collet Knobs
The main criteria in the design of collet knobs and accessories have always been
function, styling, handling and simplicity of use.  Accessories, including caps,
pointers, figure dials and nut covers have been designed to push-fit into the collet
knob body to give added versatility.

All Collect knob bodies, caps, pointers and nut covers are manufactured in nylon
with a finely textured matt finish.  Transparent figure dials are manufactured in
polycarbonate, coloured dials are nylon.  Collets, housings and nuts, fitted into the
knobs during manufacture, are of brass and will accommodate a wide range of shaft
diameters and bush lengths.  All knobs shown are available in black or grey as
standard.  Other colours are available to order.

Two colour soft-touch collet knobs
These items meet the needs of the general industrial and audio market for a soft-
touch finish as an alternative to the traditional hard surface finish.

The two shot process, using polypropylene and thermoplastic elastomer, allows the
indicator line to be moulded rather then printed.  Full details are specified on page 6.
The standard body colour is black and the line, when specified, is white.  Other
colour combinations are available to order - please refer to page 9.

Both items can be used as a dual concentric set.

Dual Concentric Assemblies
This table shows the knob combinations suitable for
dual concentric assemblies.  Please contact the sales
office for details of special through hole collets, if required.

Accessories
All collet knobs are designed to accept caps once fitted to the shaft.  These with
other accessories are details on page 6, with available colours on page 9.

Installation Torque
The maximum torque that should be
applied to collet nuts when installing
them on a shaft is as follows:

Turning Torque
The torque that can be transmitted by
knobs without slipping, assuming the
knob has been adequately tightened on
the shaft, is as follows:
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